
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 9, pp. 547 { 551 c 2011 May 10Photo-induced nuclear excitation by electron transitionA.Ya.DzyublikInstitute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, UkraineSubmitted 25 January 2011Resubmitted 18 March 2011We described the nuclear excitation at electron transition (NEET), induced by x-rays, on the basis of strictcollision theory. All stages of the process are considered, including formation of the hole in the electronic K-shell, its decay accompanied by excitation of the nucleus, �lling of the M-vacancy and subsequent deexcitationof the nucleus. The cross sections for the NEET and photoabsorption of x-rays near K-edge are calculated.The results agree with the data of Kishimoto et al.1. Introduction. Vacancies in the inner atomicshells are �lled by electrons from upper levels mainlywith emission of x-ray photons or Auger electrons. Butthere is one more, although weak, decay channel ofvacancies { nuclear excitation by electron transition(NEET) [1]. It arises in those cases when atomic andnuclear transitions have near energies and the same mul-tipolarities. This e�ect has been already observed forthe nuclei 197Au [2], 189Os [3{6] and 237Np [7]. Mostprecise measurements were performed by Kishimoto etal. [2], who irradiated the golden foil, containig 197Au,by synchrotron radiation with a very narrow bandwidth�s = 3:5 eV. Incident x-ray photons ionized the K-orbitof the Au atom, further the electron transition betweenthe M- and K-levels led to excitation of the isotope 197Audue to exchange by virtual photons between the elec-tron and the nucleus. The number of excited nuclei wascounted by detecting the emitted L-conversion electrons.Varying the energy of x-ray photons they found that theNEET edge was shifted higher by 40 � 2 eV than theK-photoabsorption edge and was more steep.For de�niteness, we suppose that the NEET processis ensured by the electronic transitions between the K-and M-orbits, as it was the case in the experiment [2].The decay probability PNEET of the K-hole throughthe NEET channel has been calculated in [6, 8, 9], givingPNEET = �1 + �M�K � E2int�2 + (�K + �M )2=4 ; (1)where �K and �M are the widths of the K- and M-holes,� = En0 � Ea0 is the mismatch of the nuclear En0 andatomic Ea0 transition energies. For explicit form of thecoupling parameter E2int see [8].The initial stage of the NEET process, i.e., the K-hole formation by the incident x-ray photon, has beentaken into consideration by Tkalya [10] in the frameworkof the quantum electrodynamics. For description of theresonances the real energies in the propagators were re-

placed ad hoc by their complex values, which are asso-ciated with in�nite values of the wave functions at theinitial moment t! �1. Another unpleasant procedurewas a \spreading" of the � functions, corresponding tothe energy conservation law.In addition, recently new formula for the NEETprobability has been proposed [11], which drasticallydi�er from (1). All this served as a motivation for ourapproach to this task, based on the strict collision theory[12]. Here we consider all stages of the photo-inducedNEET, including the formation of the K-hole, �lling ofthe M-vacancy and subsequent decay of the nucleus.Both NEET and x-ray photoaborption are studied onthe same basis.2. Transition matrix. The unperturbed Hamil-tonian of the system (nucleus + atomic electrons +quantized electromagnetic �eld) isĤ0 = Ĥn + Ĥa + Ĥrad; (2)where Ĥn, Ĥa and Ĥrad de�ne respectively the Hamil-tonians of the nucleus, atomic electrons and quantizedelectromagnetic �eld. The latter in the Coulomb gaugeis given by Ĥrad =Xk Xp=�1 â+kpâkp; (3)where â+kp and âkp are the creation and annihilation op-erators of the photon with the wave vector k and circularpolarization �p.The total Hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ contains theperturbation operatorV̂ = V̂ nr + V̂ ar + V̂ 0c ; (4)where V̂ (n)r and V̂ (a)r are the interaction operators of thenucleus and the atomic electrons with the quantized elec-tromagnetic �eld, V̂ 0c is the residual Coulomb interaction�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011 547



548 A.Ya.Dzyublikof the nucleus with surrounding electrons. For de�niteelectron with the radius-vector r it has the formV̂ 0c = �e2 ZXi=1 1jr� rij + Ze2r ; (5)where the summation is over all protons of the nucleuswith the coordinates ri.The interactions V̂ n(a)r are de�ned by well-known ex-pression (see, e.g.,[13]):V̂ n(a)r = �1c Z dr̂jn(a)(r)Â(r); (6)where ĵn(a)(r) is the ux density operator of the nucleus(atomic electrons), Â(r) is the vector potential operatorof the quantized electromagnetic �eld.The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the unper-turbed Hamiltonian Ĥ0 obey the equationĤ0�b = Eb�b: (7)Let at the initial moment t ! �1 the system bedescribed by the wave function�a = jIiMii�0j1kei; (8)where the wave function jIiMii describes the initial stateof the nucleus with spin Ii and its projection Mi on thequantization axis, �0 the initial state of the atom, j1keithe quantized �eld, containing one x-ray photon withthe wave vector k and polarization e. The correspond-ing initial energy of the system will beEa =Wni +W ai +E; (9)where Wni and W ai are the initial energies of the nu-cleus and electrons respectively, E is the energy of in-cident photon. The magnitude of W ai is determinedby the binding energies of all atomic electrons Bl, i.e.,W ai = �PlBl.At �rst stage the K-electron, absorbing the x-rayphoton, ies away with the wave vector � and kineticenergy ". In other words, there arises a hole in the Korbit. Such �rst intermediate state of the system is de-scribed by the wave functionjc1i = jIiMii�jimi(K)j�ij0i; (10)where j0i stands for the wave function of the vacuumof the electromagnetic �eld, �jimi(K) and j�i are thefunctions of the atom with K-hole and the ejected K-electron respectively. The corresponding eigenvalue ofthe unperturbed Hamiltonian Ĥ0 will beE1 =Wni +W ai +BK + ": (11)

After that the M-electron, passing down into the K-orbit,transfers its energy to the nucleus (NEET). The wholesystem undergoes transition into the second intermedi-ate state, described already byjc2i = jIeMei�jfmf (M)j�ij0i; (12)having the energyE2 =Wne +W ai +BM + "; (13)where jIeMei and Wne are the wave function and en-ergy of the excited nucleus. The transition energies areEn0 =Wne �Wni and Ea0 = BK �BM .In principle, two decay branches of the state jc2i arepossible: de-excitation of the nucleus and decay of theM-hole. But the decay of the hole is by many ordersfaster than that of the nucleus. In particular, the widthof the �rst excited level of 197Au is �n = 2:38 � 10�7 eV,while the K-hole width �K = 52 eV and the M-holewidth �M = 14:3 eV [2]. Thus, at �rst there are elec-tron transitions, which lead to �lling of the M-hole. Forbrevity, we shall talk about single electron transitionfrom any upper level with binding energy B0, followedby emission of the photon with the energy ~!0.As a result, our system occurs in another state jdiwith the energyEd =Wne +W ai +B0 + "+ ~!0: (14)The nucleus next decays into a �nal state jIfMf i,emitting  quantum with the energy ~! . Of course,the internal conversion is also possible. The energy ofthe whole system in the �nal state jbi then becomesEb =Wnf +W ai +B0 + "+ ~!0 + ~! : (15)Such multi-step scattering process is determined bythe resonant part of the transition operatorT̂ = V̂ nr Ĝ+(Ea)V̂ ar (16)with the Green's operatorĜ+(Ea) = (Ea + i� � Ĥ)�1; � ! +0: (17)It is useful to introduce the operatorsÂ = Ea + i� � Ĥ;B̂ = Ea + i� � Ĥ0 � V̂d;V̂ 0 = V̂ � V̂d; (18)where V̂d = P̂dV̂ and P̂d are the projection operatorson the vectors jdi. Using the operator identity (see also[12]) Â�1 � B̂�1 = B̂�1(B̂ � Â)Â�1; (19)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



Photo-induced nuclear excitation by electron transition 549we transform the transition operator (16) toT̂ = V̂ nr 1Ea + i� � Ĥ0 � V̂d T̂ 0; (20)where the reduced transition operator T̂ 0 is given byT̂ 0 = V̂ 0 + V̂ 0Ĝ+(Ea)V̂ 0: (21)Then the matrix elements for (20) will beTba = Xd;c2;c1hbjV̂ nr jdi 1Ea �Ed + i�n=2 �� hdjV̂ ar jc2iG+21(Ea)hc1jV̂ ar jai; (22)where �n is the nuclear width. The Green's matrixG+c0c(Ea) is governed by algebraic equations [14](Ea �Ec0)G+c0c(Ea) = �c0c +Xc00 R+c0c00(Ea)G+c00c(Ea);(23)where the R matrix is represented by the expansionR+cc0(Ea) = Vc;c0 + Xb 6=c;c0 VcbVbc0Ea + i� �Eb + ::: (24)The diagonal elements of the R matrix are R11 �� �i�1=2 and R22 � �i�2=2, where �1 = �K � ��and �2 = �M + �n +��, while the broadening �� de-scribes the inverse to NEET process, namely, the boundinternal conversion (BIC):�� = E2int�2 + (�K � �M )2=4(�K � �M ); (25)where the coupling parameterE2int = Xmf ;Me jR21j2: (26)Omitting here �M we get the BIC width in strippedions [15]. The di�erence �K ��M is due to �lling of theM-vacancy by outer electrons, which decreases the BICrate.Karamyan and Carroll [11] assumed, that by meansof �BIC one can eliminate large discrepancy of theirestimates with experimental value of the NEET prob-ability PNEET = 4:5 � 10�8 for 197Au [2]. However,�� � PNEET(�K � �M ) � �K , i.e., the role of �BICas well as of �n is negligible.Therefore the solution of Eqs.(23) takes the formG+11(Ea) � 1�E � "+ i�K=2 ; (27)

G+21(Ea) � R21(�E � "+ i�K=2) (�E � � � "+ i�M=2) :(28)Here �E = E � BK speci�es the energy excess of thex-ray photon over the K-absorption threshold BK .3. NEET cross section. The cross section for thetransition from jai to jbi is given by�a!b = 2�~c jTbaj2 �(Ea �Eb); (29)where c is the light velocity.After substitution of (28) into (29) we have to av-erage yet �a!b over the initial states and sum over allpossible �nal ones jbi. Such summation includes inte-gration over the states of emitted  quantum with fre-quency ! , x-ray photon !0 and outgoing electron. Thevolume element in the integral for this electron d�=(2�)3we rewrite as d
~��e(")d" with the solid angle d
~� andthe density of electronic states in the continuous spec-trum �e(") = m�=(2�)3~2, wherem is the electron mass.Performing �rst integration over !0 with the aid of the� function, we �nd thatEa �Ed = ~(! � !(0) ); (30)where ~!(0) =Wne �Wnf is the transition energy to the�nal state of the nucleus.By integrating then over ! we �nd the reaction crosssection be equal to product of the NEET cross section�NEET(E) and the branching ratio of the partial radia-tive nuclear width �n(e ! f) for the transition fromjIeMei to jIfMf i and the total width of the excited state�n: �r(E) = �n(e! f)�n �NEET(E); (31)where the NEET cross section�NEET(E) = E2int ��M2� �� (32)� 1Z0 �ion(")d"[("��E)2+(�K=2)2][("��E + �)2+(�M=2)2] ;with the ionization cross section�ion(") = 2�~c Xmi Z d
~�jhc1jV̂ ar jaij2�e("); (33)depending on the energy " of the ejected electron.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



550 A.Ya.DzyublikFor such an electron, moving in the Coulomb �eld ofthe nucleus, �ion(") tends to a constant �ion, if " ! 0[16]. If we replace �ion(") by this constant, integrationin (32) is simpli�ed, giving�NEET(E) = PNEETFNEET(E)�ion; (34)where the edge factor FNEET(E) speci�es the energy de-pendence of the NEET near the threshold:FNEET(E) = 1(1 + �M=�K) �� 1[�2 + (�K � �M )2=4] 3Xi=1 fi(E); (35)withf1(E) = �M�K "�2 ���K2 �2 +��M2 �2#�� �12 + 1� arctan�2�E�M �� ; (36)f2(E) = ��M2� ln� (�E)2 + (�K=2)2(�E � �)2 + (�M=2)2 � ;f3(E) = "�2 +��K2 �2 ���M2 �2#�� �12 + 1� arctan�2(�E � �)�M �� :Far from the threshold, when �E ! 1, the factorFNEET(E) ! 1 and only then the NEET cross section(34) reduces to the product of the NEET probabilityPNEET and the ionization cross section �ion, which wasadopted in [2]). The result FNEET(1) = 1 can be alsoobtained by direct contour integration of (32), keeping�ion constant. Note that in (36) the term f3(E) for 197Auis by order of magnitude larger than f1(E) and f2(E)due to inequality �i >> �f (see also the �gure).4. K-absorption. The absorption cross section ofx-rays by K electrons according to the optical theorem(see, e.g., [12]) is determined by the imaginary part ofthe transition matrix element Taa, which is associatedwith the elastic scattering amplitude of x-ray photons tozero angle: �a(E) = 2~c ImTaa: (37)Since the NEET matrix element jR21j � �f , the ab-sorption of x-rays by K-electrons proceeds mainly with-out energy transfer to the nucleus. In other words,jG+21(Ea)j � jG+11(Ea)j, so that with good accuracyTaa =Xmi Z d�(2�)3 hajV̂ ar jc1iG+11(Ea)hc1jV̂ ar jai; (38)
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The NEET edge function FNEET(E) (solid curve) and K-absorption factor Fabs(E) (dashed line), calculated for thenucleus 197Au, versus the energy E of x-ray photons, where�E = E �BKwhere the explicit form of G+11 is presented in (27). Forthe K-absorption cross section we have then the follow-ing expression:�a(E) = �i2� Z 10 �ion(")d"("��E)2 + (�i=2)2 : (39)Replacing again �ion(") by the constant �ion, one gets�a(E) = Fabs(E)�ion; (40)where the K-absorption edge factor isFabs(E) = 12 + 1� arctan�2�E�i � : (41)5. Averaging. The cross sections �a(E) and�NEET(E) should be yet averaged over the energy dis-tribution of incident photons. We shall approximate itby the Lorentz function:ws(E) = �s=2�(E � �E)2 + (�s=2)2 : (42)Starting from (39), we easily �nd that dependence ofthe averaged cross section ��a( �E) on the mean energy ofphotons �E is de�ned by the factorFabs( �E) = 12 + 1� arctan�2(��E)�abs � ; (43)where ��E = �E �BK , and the width �abs = �s + �i.In analogy, retaining in (35) only the leading termf3(E), we see that the averaged NEET cross section��NEET( �E) is proportional to the factorFNEET( �E) = 12 + 1� arctan�2(��E � �)�NEET � ; (44)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



Photo-induced nuclear excitation by electron transition 551where the width �NEET = �s + �f .It useful to describe K-absorption and NEET neartheir edges by derivatives of (43), (44) over �E:F 0abs( �E) = (�abs=2)2(��E)2 + (�abs=2)2 ;F 0NEET( �E) = (�NEET=2)2(��E � �)2 + (�NEET=2)2 : (45)From here we see that �abs and �NEET can be reallyinterpreted as the edge widths (see also [2]).6. Discussion. Our results (34){(36) coincide withthose of Tkalya [10] apart from the missed factor 1=�at F1; F2 in [10]. The behavior of the NEET and K-absorption cross sections for 197Au in the vicinity of theK-absorption threshold is shown in the �gure. The cal-culations are done with the aid of Eqs. (35), (36) and(41), using � = 40 eV and the parameters �K , �Mlisted above. Our approach allows to understand whythe NEET events for 197Au appear in the vicinity of theK-absorption threshold �E = 0 and rapidly grow at an-other resonant point �E = � . For this aim we rewritethe energy conservation law Eb = Ea as" = �E � � � ~(!0 � !00): (46)Here we took into account that the energy of -quantum,emitted by the nucleus, practically coincides with thetransition energy ~!(0) . Photoemission of K-electronsis possible even at �E � 0 owing to large width �Mof the M-hole. More de�nitely, the NEET channel be-comes open (" > 0) when x-ray photons, emitted duringthe �lling of the M-hole, have the energy ~!0 � ~!00 � �.This occurs on the wing of emission line. Therefore theNEET process, being weak at �E � 0, sharply growsonly at �E � � in correspondence with [2].Taking the energy Wn0 = 77:351 keV of the �rst ex-cited level for 197Au [17], and comparing it with the en-ergy of atomic transition in the gold W a0 = 77:300 keV[18], we are led to their mismatch � = 51 eV, whereasthe NEET edge was observed at � = 40�2 eV [2]. Nev-ertheless, recently for 197Au it was reported [19] that
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